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The Class 6 SD card driver allows the caller to retrieve the physical location of the SD card device (i.e. Device ID) and the number of maps stored on the device. On Windows CE 6.0, the I/O stack supports only the Class 6 SD card driver. This function is part of the I/O Framework (INI) I/O system. To make use of this function, specify a parameter called InitalDriveNumber, which contains the
initial drive number. After the function has completed, the location of the SD card device is returned in the Buffer parameter of the I/O Manager Callback Function. To perform this function, call the I/O Manager to load the Class 6 SD card driver, and call the I/O Manager to specify the drive number of the SD card device. Parameters InitalDriveNumber A parameter specifying the initial drive
number of the SD card device (Default: 0). If InitalDriveNumber is 0, the SD card device with drive number 0 is loaded. Buff A pointer to a buffer where the SD card device's physical location is returned. Return value None. Remarks The required address space must be available for this function to complete. This function is not supported for CardMgrDevice. This function is only supported for
devices that are SD-CARD_READONLY, i.e., SD cards, SDHC cards, and microSD cards. The SD card read/write mode for the SD card driver is not affected by the device initialization state. After the device is initialized, it may remain in a state where the device is not accessible. To initialize the device, see the device initialization APIs. This function requires the Buffer parameter to be nullterminated. If a buffer is not provided, the application should call the I/O Manager function in the Callback parameter to retrieve the physical location of the SD card device. Next, the I/O Manager retrieves the location of the SD card device in the Boot variable of the registry. The Boot variable value is a string in which the initial drive number of the device is stored. If the Boot variable is not found,
the I/O Manager does not call the I/O Manager Callback function. The next step is to convert the Boot variable value into a physical drive number. If the SD card device is not initialized 82157476af
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